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INTRODUCTION

There claims 8-80672'and 8-78768 - 78770 inclusive 

are ovmed by B. Nixon Apple whoso Toronto address is 

112 Yonge Street.

The claims are in an area of great activity. At the 

north end of Quirke Lake, Algom Uranium and New Denison 

Minos are getting ready to produce. Several other 

companies located on or near the Lake are doing extensive 

exploration work. Mentor Mines, about three quarters of 

a mile west of the throe claim group are engaged in A 

cojnprehenrive diamond drilling program, as is Penfield, 

one half of a mile northeast of the same group.

LOCATION and ACCESS

Claim 8-80672 is located about 1000 feet south of 

the heel of the "shoe" of Quirke Lake. Claims 8-78768 to 

78770 inclusive are most easily approachable from the 

southeast arm of Quirke Lake.

Quirke Lake can be reached i; y plane. The nearest 

available charter service is Algoma Mills, Ont., a 

distance of about 30 miles.

There is also a road to the north end of the lake* 

This road is approximately 32 miles long and leaves 

Highway 17 5 miles west of Spragge village. It is 
to have abboat if this road is used* ( f



GENERAL GEOLOGY :

On claimS-80672, the only outcropping c' served 

was Granite and altered Granite.

On claims 8-78768 - 78770 inclusive Conglomerate 

was found in the northern portion as indicated and in 

claim 78770 Quartzite was found in the north and Sediments 

in the south.

GjXDHIYSICAL SURVEY

The survey on claim S-8o672 was run from a survey 

line commencing at its number one post and running on a 

bearing of 2.1\\. degrees to a point 16 feet north of the 

number four post. Lines wore run at right angles to this 

baseline in a southerly direction at every 200 feet. All 

boundaries of this claim are surveyed lines, although the 

claim itself was not surveyed. Stations were established 

upon these linea at 100 foot intervals. A magnetometer 

was used to determine the earth's magnetic field at 

those stations.

The same procedure was used upon claims S-7876-0 

8-78770 inclusive. The exception being a true east-west 

baseline was cut starting at a point 1^0 feet north of 

post number one of S-78770 and running westerly to a 

point 1(.25 feet north of post number throe of 8-78768. 

'i The tie in between the separate sections of the 

property is plus or minus 25 gaumas.



Theee claims are well located and should be kept 

,in good standing. Diamond drilling on this property 

would necessitate long holes (between 3000 and 1|X)00 feet). 

It would be more practical to wait for the results of 

drilling upon adjoining claims.

Respectfully submittedi
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S.L. SPAFFORD,
Interprovinclal Geophysics Ltd., '
Spanisn, Ontario*
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